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Dear Brothers and Sisters,
Many greetings from the HTM Academy Europe Office.
With this memo we would like to explain the process for those Blessed Couples who wish to bless a tribe
in Africa.
But first for clarification, to be recognised on the National Level as HTM Victors in Europe, requires that
we bless 43 couples in our home nations. To be recognised by True Mother as HTM Victors in Europe
requires that we bless 120 couples in our home nations, out of a total number of 430 couples.
Many HTM couples have chosen to bless additional couples overseas, particularly in Africa, to help them
then fulfill the total number of 430. Attached you find the proposed rules and general guidelines from the
African HQ for Heavenly Tribal Messiah activities in Africa.
Guidelines for HTM Work in Africa Download
The African HQ would like that we only deal with complete tribes of 430 couples. You may therefore
wish to join with one or more other couples to sponsor a tribe together. This would probably make it
easier to continue investing with that tribe after the Blessing, both financially and in terms of going to
visit sometimes.

There are two ways to establish a tribe in Africa:
1. To inherit a tribe that is already established
Total fee is US$ 4,500 – US$ 500 goes to the regional HQ, US$ 4,000 goes to the national HQ to pay
back the expenses related to the blessing, education and 3 day ceremony of 430 couples. The money is
also used to offset expenses related to the administrative work of the HTM national office, such as typing
albums and other expenses related to the management of the tribe.
2. To establish a tribe from scratch
Total fee is US$ 4,500 – US$ 500 goes to the regional HQ, US$ 4,000 is used to establish the tribe. This
money should be used to finance the blessing ceremony and the 3 day ceremony of 430 couples. This
includes all expenses related to blessing and 3 day ceremony such as talk time transport accommodation
allowances for the mobilizers.
However, if the main mobilizer is not an HTM victor, there are possibilities that the overseas HTM
candidate finances his own tribe and the tribe of the main mobilizer.
In this case the total cost is US$ 8,600 – US$ 600 goes to the regional HQ and US$ 8,000 should be used
to establish two tribes of 430 couples each.
What to do next
Step 1 – Write an email to the European office requesting that you want to do HTM work in Africa. The
conduct person is David Franklin reachable under htmafricaeurope@ gmail,com
Step 2 – The European Office will inform the African HQ about your request.
Step 3 – The European Office will inform you about the location of your proposed tribe. If you agree and
with the cost involved, the European Office will bring you in direct contact with the local leadership to set
it all up together with them.
We hope these guidelines can be helpful for the benefit and success of HTM activities in Africa and in
our EUME region.
Yours sincerely,
David and Patricia Earle
Directors, HTM Academy Europe

PROPOSED RULES AND GUIDELINES GOVERNING
HEAVENLY TRIBAL MESSIAH

General guidelines
1.

The policies, rules, regulations and guidelines governing the mission and activities of the Heaven Tribal
Messiah shall be prescribed by the HTM Academy Africa under the guidance and leadership of the
Regional Group Chair

2.

All Heavenly Tribal Messiahs are under the supervision of the HTM Academy Africa Director

3.

All five regional presidents in Africa Group coordinate the HTM activities in their respective regions in
collaboration with the national leaders and heads of HTM Department.

4.

Heavenly Tribal Messiah Candidates (HTMC) are required to officially register in the HTM Department of
the nation where they plan to do their HTM activities, prior to the commencement of their official mission
and activities.

5.

The HTMC shall upon registration identify the covered area of his witnessing activities, time allotment
(fulltime/part time), financial capacity and the capability to complete the mission.

6.

The applicant shall prior to his official registration as HTM be required to attend at least one day seminar
workshop about the Tribal Messiah Mission.

7.

the Head of the HTM Department in collaboration with the national leader and the regional president
shall assign an HTM foreign counterpart with the local HTM in a form of partnership mission in a
sisterhood ceremony with a Memorandum of Agreement by said both parties.

8.

It shall be the duty of every HTM to do the following:
① Attend weekly and monthly meeting for local counterpart.
② Make a weekly, monthly and annual report as to the details of daily activities and to submit
financial report to the HTM Accounting Department.
③ Coordinate with the Center or Regional Leader who has jurisdiction over the witnessing area and
to establish a mutual understanding with the said leaders.
④ Send his/her mobilizers for national training and for screening purposes.
⑤ Supervise and monitor his/her mobilizers and to handle directly the mobilization.
⑥ Conduct seminar workshop, training and other educational activities.
⑦ Conduct Blessing activities, Sunday service and prayer meetings.
⑧ Must give support with other HTM as the need arises for the accomplishment of the national
restoration.
⑨ Share 50% of the result of his witnessing and mobilization with his foreign counterpart.
⑩ Perform all other functions incidental to the mission of HTM and other duties that may be
prescribed by the HTM Academy Africa.

Guidelines for HTM living abroad
1.

HTM living abroad shall have the following duties and functions:
① Provide a letter of recommendation of the HTM Academy from the regional group of origin.
② Attend the HTM seminar workshop and shall participate with the sisterhood ceremony with the
local HTM.
③ Join the mobilization in the witnessing area assigned of not less than one week.
④ Provide financial support to his or her HTM local partner to defray the expenses in witnessing,
mobilization, education and the expenses to complete the 5 stages of the blessing up to three (3)
days ceremony.
⑤ Financial support per couple should be decided by the Group Chair in consultation with director
of the HTM Africa and the regional presidents, based on the GPD per capita of the nation where
HTM activities are taking place..
⑥ Perform all other functions incidental to the mission of HTM and other duties that may be
prescribed by the HTM Academy Africa..

2.

All financial support from HTM abroad must be course through with the Treasurer of HTM Department or
to its official bank account for proper recording and accounting. All disbursements shall be properly
liquidated and accounted for. The conditions are as follows:
①

Sponsor financially the blessing (including the 5 steps and the albums) of 860 couples. 430 couples
for him or herself and 430 couples for a local HTM. The average cost per couple for completing the
blessing is $10. Thus for the blessing of 860 couples it would be $8,600

②

After care sponsorship of the tribe. This includes the establishment and upkeep of a HTM center.
The HTM center serves as training ground for HTM families including their children to help them
become FFWPU regular members.

③

Sponsor economic and social activities that can help enhance the livelihood of the tribe, in HTM
areas.

3.

The counting of the members of HTM Family Tree shall include the physical and spiritual children and
grandchildren provided they finished the 3-day Ceremony.

4.

HTM both local and abroad shall subscribed to the concept of the mission for the National and World
restoration and shall refrain to the adherence of restoring only his personal own tribe.

5.

The HTM missions are faith supported and therefore voluntary based on our personal volition and belief
to our Heavenly Parent and True Parents of Heaven and Earth and Humankind.

6.

Albums with pictures and blessed couple profile with finished 5 steps process of the Blessing as well as
the liberation and blessing of ancestors are one of the requirements to qualify as HTM victor.
I hereby certify that I have read the above mentioned policies, rules, regulations and guidelines governing
the HTM. I undertake to adhere the same and to conform for any amendment, revision or enactment with
HTM Academy Africa and to bind myself the same to the best of my knowledge and ability for the
realization of the above mentioned mission.
HTM Husband ________________________ HTM Wife _________________________
(SIGNATURE OVER PRINTED NAME)
(SIGNATURE OVER PRINTED NAME)

Attested by:

____________________________

